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Las Vegas has never seen stars as bright as these. The four young women of "The Council" know that what
happens in Vegas-and among their clique-stays in Vegas.

Meet the girls of The Council:

Vegas is Courtney's playground. Her Daddy's glammed-out penthouse overlooking the strip is the hangout
for The Council. She rocks the high life, but a secret, seedy hook-up might be the one indulgence that
destroys her rep.

Reign, the celebutante, is the daughter of two hot movie stars who are never around. She's either hitting the
red carpet or hooking up with hotties-but always goes back to her boyfriend, Blake. So do her sisters.

Lisa, the fashionista, has design in her DNA. From a long line of trendsetters, she can't help but look
fabulous. She loves taking fashion charity cases on the side, but The Council thinks that being so nice is just
asking for trouble.

Claude is a grit-chick rebel trapped in the life of a pampered princess. Oh the torture! It's hard to cry the
blues when you have a diamond encrusted silver spoon in your mouth. But it sure does make for righteous
hook-ups.

Now these four Vegas divas are taking the city by storm-if they can only find hotties worth their precious
time.
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From reader reviews:

Donald Cortes:

The book Hooking Up has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of
profit. The book was written by the very famous author. The writer makes some research prior to write this
book. This particular book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this book.

Melvin Groth:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specially book entitled
Hooking Up the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every single aspect that maybe
not known for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a publication then
become one form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get before. The Hooking Up giving
you a different experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful data for your better
life in this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and mind will
likely be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Jennifer Garrison:

The book untitled Hooking Up contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains your ex idea
with easy way. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do definitely not worry, you can easy to
read this. The book was written by famous author. The author will take you in the new age of literary works.
You can easily read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or device, so you can read
the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can open up their
official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice read.

Tara Cassell:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make anyone to
understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information much easier to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and soon. You
can observe that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. The actual book that
recommended for your requirements is Hooking Up this book consist a lot of the information of the
condition of this world now. This book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The terminology
styles that writer value to explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some study when he makes
this book. Here is why this book suitable all of you.
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